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Christian Chryptocurrency Coin (CCC)
We’re based in the United States, but when people need help in other countries they
sometimes can’t wait for three days. Also, the rise of digital currencies has seen a growing
number of organizations invest in their own Bitcoin versions. The wave has reached religious
organizations as they are now embracing virtual currency along with blockchain technology. The
virtual currency technology provides an alternative means for congregants to contribute to their
respective affiliations while connected on a global scale. This whitepaper highlights challenges
that can be solved by digital currencies in church and introduces the Christian Cryptocurrency
Coin (CCC).
One of the critical challenges affecting churches in the modern world is documentation of
records, particularly for contributions made in cashless forms. Besides, most churches only offer
contribution channels for banked members of the church. This means unbanked members have
limited avenues for submitting their offerings. The fluxTrends asserts that a significant number
of youths are not contributing to church programs to their maximum potential because churches
still rely on traditional forms of payment to raise funds. Conventional modes of raising funds are
limited to specific geographic locations. This denies people from distant regions potentiality of
uniting with other congregants to support a common global course.
Virtual currencies provide a convenient approach for receiving and documenting church
transactions. Catholic churches have been using the technology to collect and document
payments. Digital currencies offer alternative contribution avenues for unbanked congregants.
Various churches have implemented cryptocurrencies to enable unbanked members to submit

their contributions conveniently. Youths are often attracted to technology; availing digital
currency payment can substantially upsurge the number of young people willing to contribute.
Lastly, cryptocurrencies are accessible across the globe at all times. Christians from any region
of the world can conveniently contribute to global life-changing initiatives from their mobile
devices.
Christian Cryptocurrency Coin (CCC) is a new Christian cryptocurrency listed on XLM
blockchain as a religious token. It does not hold monetary value, and it is non-profitable.
Revenues generated from the token will be used in spiritual ways like charity – the first and only
drop will be for relief purposes. The platform is accessible to Christian communities across the
globe and offers unparalleled transaction speeds to its users. Besides, all user records can be
accessed from the platform at any time. We invite all Christians to our platform to help us put a
smile on vulnerable societies across the globe. Please take action today and visit our website
https://christiancryptocurrency.tech. Together we can make the world a better place.

There will only be 10,000,000 CCCs ever in circulation.
Approximately JUNE 1, 2020
Version 1.3 Update SEPTEMBER 14th and we have been working with Stellarport to get
KNOWN status, but Stellarport’s delays and the rise and fall of XLM in value has dramatically
change our initial drop price, which will hopefully give up enough to do what we sought out to

do with the 1st drop. The initial release of the full 10,000,000 CCC on the initial drop, we are
going to drop completely in different amounts.
The delay in KNOWN status will not let us meet the needs of a Christian Congregation in the
Philippines by sending them aid, so we are dropping the initial coin to get the coin in circulation.
Future endeavors will be listed on our website to inform the market of our good works. 100,000
CCC will be sent to a Minister that is helping with the coin, because we are letting everything
out in a single drop.

